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CHAPTER

1

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CLASH BETWEEN WAR
ON-LAND AND WAR ON-LINE

Throughout

history,

most

social institutions

have been culturally coded and

accepted as predominantly male or female domains.

Traditional military structures

reinforced a particularly strong, gendered allocation of military roles which directed

males and females

war has been an

and positions

to separate roles

in the military.

integral part of the military structure.

The technology of

The technologies used

in

warfare have both rested on and promoted a resoundingly clear-cut division between

female and male soldiers over time.

been designed by, created

for,

and

Ultimately, traditional military technology has

utilized

by males.

We

can establish that the

characteristics of military technology are gendered as a result of pre-established,

culturally

and socially constructed gender

roles.

"Gender" denotes the psychological,

social,

and cultural aspects of maleness

and femaleness, masculinity and femininity (Kessler and McKenna, 1978,

7).

Whereas

"sex" usually denotes the physical and biological aspects of males and females,

"gender" indicates the degree of masculinity and femininity in a person based upon

cultural rather than biological aspects.

Masculinity and femininity are generally

expressed through so-called gender attributes or visual characteristics, such as clothing
or hairstyle (Kessler and Mckenna, 1978,

2-12).

1

Gender does not always "match up

with the corresponding sex of an individual.

Nonetheless, despite the possible

exceptions of transvestites, transsexuals and hermaphrodites, "gender" as a
labelling

concept often becomes erroneously synonymous with a person’s "sex."

consequence, an individual
into

one consolidated

A

role, as

is

s

sex and an individual's role

become

As

a

socially constructed

entity.

defined by Suzanne Kessler and

Wendy McKenna,

a set of prescriptions and proscriptions for behavior

—

Expectations about what behaviors are appropriate for a
person holding a particular position within a particular
social context (1978, 11).

A

gender role

is

"a set of expectations about what behaviors are appropriate for people

of one gender" (Kessler and McKenna, 1978,
assignment, that

roles are

is,

given a

assumed and

accordingly.

name and

11).

Once

a

newborn

is

given a gender

therefore a label of male or female, specific

certain behaviors are generally attributed and expected

For example, whereas a baby

girl

might be expected

baby boy, conversely, might be expected or allowed

to play

more

to play gently, a

roughly.

In this

way, gendered role allocation serves as the means by which a division of labor gets
formed.

During wartime, the division of gender roles stemmed from the once widely
accepted assumption that
seen, using Kessler and

men made war and women made

McKenna's terminology,

as a

children

male "prescription

and child-bearing, a female gender role or prescription for behavior.
general

women

have been "culturally assigned"

2

War may

to care for things

be

for behavior,"

Because

on the home

in

front, as

well as nurture

expected

members of

the next generation,

the male population that has been

it is

to participate in history's wars.

Aside from

common

social divisions

between females and males, such

roles played in the reproductive process, there are

many

maintenance of a gendered division of labor within the

as the

rationales alone, for the

military.

These

rationales,

based primarily on tradition and conventions of gender, range from sex organs
muscle-mass, language
technology.

to

male-bonding, and bravery

heavy weapons and

Yet, the rationales for military genderedness which have traditionally

provided firm support toward an

we

to

to

shift into the twenty-first

"all

male" military structure are steadily weakening as

century— an era of

on gender roles and difference

in the military

new

technologies and changing ideas

Although gender divisions have been

strongly defended in the past, values and opinions are changing, favorably for

women.

All periods and forms of war, whether they be traditional hand-to-hand

on land, or more

way

to

futuristic versions

gender production.

division

mold more

of computerized war on-line, contribute

Traditional land war, however, appears to

readily than highly computerized wars in

which a

fit

in

combat

some

the gender-

soldier's

gender

identity loses significance.

Cyberspace,

according to Michael Benedikt,

"is

a globally net-worked,

computer-sustained, computer accessed, and computer generated, multidimensional,
In this world onto

artificial,

or "virtual" reality.

window,

actual geographical distance

is

which every computer screen

irrelevant"

3

(Quoted

in

is

a

Der Denan, 1992, 199-

200).

As

the significance of geographical distance changes,
so too does the overall

scope of war and

War

in

how

conducted.

is

it

cyberspace, or cyberwar, opens up the possibility for a non-gendered

allotment of military roles.

As

a preliminary hypothesis,

I

assert that past

and present

military institutions should be categorized as highly gendered, whereas other,
future

systems, such as those almost wholly computerized, created in cyberspace, are

promising as "spaces" that need not employ gender as a means for role-assignment

The

central claim of this project

is

that the military

produce gender differently "on-land" and "on-line."

produced differently

in a

and technologies of war

In other words, gender

is

contemporary war conducted primarily by computer

in

cyberspace, than in the close-combat of a traditional land war.

An

investigation of

war conducted

based upon what

in cyberspace,

seen as spectators of the Gulf War, provides us with a glimpse of

"cyberwars" will be conducted

By

digitizing the act of

war

different technologies

division of the military

A

open

to scrutiny

and

gender will

With the application of

the traditional gender

alteration.

digitized military operating in cyberspace

powerful enough

rationales

is

stemming from cyberspace,

future

in cyberspace,

not be produced to the extent found in a traditional land war.

new and

how

we have

is

to challenge previously established

one alternative

strategy, possibly

male dominant military codes and

which have consistently prevented females from participating

non-traditional roles, including engaging in actual combat.

From

in a variety

a highly

technological stand-point, cyberspace embodies a space within which females and

4

of

males can reasonably

fulfill all roles

within the military, using military technology

interchangeably rather than differentially
In order to successfully demonstrate that cyberspace can be a less
gendered

space for war than on land where gender production

understand

military.

roles

why women have been

First,

women

I

will

examine

inherent,

is

it

is

necessary to

relegated to primarily supportive roles in the

war "on-land"

traditional

did occupy in times of war, and explain

in

an effort to show what

why women were

those roles as part of a gendered division of labor in the armed forces.

followed by a closer look

at the socially

and war-technology found

strength,

cyberspace and warfare

in the military.

roles.

advanced

identical to other

industrial states, the

US

military

I

then explore the nature of

women's involvement

Here

military experiences because information about the

Though not

is

advanced computer world, and show how

to eroding the barriers to

range of military roles, including combat

accessible.

This

constructed relationship between men, brute

in a technologically

war "on-line" contributes

assigned to

focus particularly on

I

US

military

contemporary

is

in the full

is

militaries,

US

the most readily

even

in

other

a useful basis of comparison because

has had to face the issue of gender roles and has been

in the forefront

it

of accepting

technological change

As

a result,

I

expect to uncover the link between characteristics of military

technology, and gendered military role-assignment, by illustrating the military

from

traditional

war "on-land"

to future technological

5

wars "on-line,"

in

shift

cyberspace—

space in which gender production

falls

back

to an old seat located

history.

6

somewhere

in

CHAPTER

2

GENDER PRODUCTION IN THE MILITARY:
A CLEAVAGE EMBEDDED IN HISTORY

Brian Mitchell, author of

Weak

Link:

The Feminization of

Military writes, "there are two kinds of cadets

and destined for combat; the other
Mitchell's

is

One

is

the

American

male: aggressive, strong, daring,

female: none of the above" (1989, 86).

comments not only demonstrate how gender

attributes

form stereotypes, but

also help illustrate the traditionalist and widely-accepted gender division

functions to place individuals into one of two groups: male or female

argues that "there

is

no deep natural

collectivity of

some subsequent arrangement of them through
are "made," they are

no

all

different, as are their

real justification for the "traditional"

roles in

and out of wartime

which

Denise Riley

women's bodies which precedes

history" (1988, 106).

male counterparts.

Just as

women

Therefore, there

is

grouping of female soldiers into select support

History, however, recorded events in such a

way

that the

gender dichotomy became widely accepted as correct, based upon biological make-up,
unchallenged tradition, and socially constructed ideas about specific gender

roles.

There are three levels of gender production which yield a highly gender-divided
military: a.) the general cultural

realm while

women occupy

and social conventions

that

men occupy

the private, household realm, b.) the

7

more

in the public

particular

convention that war

is

primarily a male activity, and finally,

c.)

the

more

specific link

between war-technology, brute-strength, and maleness.

21

Gender and Difference:
Just as

many

A

Traditional Military

Dichotomy

observers view the world in terms of a dichotomy with

male, then female," this gender division extends into the military as well
section, the public/private gender division will be

examined

as

it

"if

not

In this

applies to society in

general and to the military in particular.

The

roots of genderedness in the military have been

normal and socially acceptable

As

nurturing roles and males filled

Women

1987, 165-166).

as females,

and

their

all

in society as

a general rule, females filled supportive and

other roles, especially in times of war (Elshtain,

did not participate in public domains because of their gender

gender roles as society's "nurturers"

large portion of history,

embedded

women

in a private

could not vote or hold public office

domain.

For a

Such

"subordination" in the words of Carol Wekesser and Matthew Polesetsky, continued

women were

through the Middle Ages when

without both legal rights and education

(1991, 11).

Although some
years, only a

I

few

women

select

did receive a limited education during the Dynastic

women

held positions of power in a public domain

of England during the Renaissance, and Catherine the Great of Russia

eighteenth century are two exceptions of influential female leaders

because these

women

Elizabeth

in the

Nonetheless,

represent "exceptions" throughout history, the traditions of male

8

dominance

in

public domains carried over for

accepted as "the

way

many

generations and became widely

things ought to be" both external of and internal
to the military

environment.

The

military has been visibly a male-dominated domain.
"War," Nell Bernstein

writes, "is

among

men made

war, meanwhile,

in the

most ancient of adventures and the most male" (1991,
17)

the

women made

absence of their husbands

In the

children, nurtured them, and supported

words of Jean Bethke

As
them

Elshtain,

To men's

wars, women are backdrop To women's homes
and babies, men play similarly supporting roles, a man's
involvement in paternity is inferential given his role in
the procreative process... Women's involvement in

seems

to us similarly inferential, located

offstage

With women

if

war

is

war
somewhere

playing (Elshtain 1987, 165).

as primarily responsible for bringing children into the world, and

maintaining things on the home-front,

whenever they were needed.

it

made more

"sense" for

men

to

go

to

Nell Bernstein illustrates this male/female, public/private

dichotomy well using characters from ancient Greece:
Ever since Odysseus

left

Penelope

to

fend off her suitors

while he fought his battles overseas, the hearth-tending

female has been central

women

start

muscling

to the

in

sailing the high sea herself,

When

male adventure.

on the

action, the ancient

paradigms of war and peace are threatened
is

who

will

If

make

Penelope

sure the

hearth fires are not extinguished? (1991, 19).

Even

as early as

war

400 B.C., gender dichotomies and corresponding gender-role

divisions were made.

9

2.2

War

Is

The

a Man's Best Friend

relationship between

man and war

is

a relationship founded by socially

constructed gender roles, deeply rooted with stereotypes
encoded into military
tradition.

Women

were not welcomed

in

combat not only because of suggested

physiological differences, but also because the cultural role of
warrior was one of a

few

roles unique to

The

military institution

as "the

men

in

is

society (Hartsock, cited in Stiehm, 1982, 124)

itself, historically,

most masculine of

that masculinity

modern

institutions"

has been perceived by a majority of society

(Wheelwright, 1992, 213).

It

seems, moreover,

not solely biologically determined, but rather culturally and socially

defined through male-/female-coded behavior following along the lines of un-

questioned tradition.

In war, under

protected, and

men

common

traditional social practice,

the protectors— women were life-givers and

(Elshtain, 1987, 165-166).

War was no

place for a

The home was considered, along

the children?"

and protected place

women remained

to

woman,

men

for

the

life-takers

"who would

care for

traditional lines of thought, a peaceful

which father and brother could return

after the war.

Cynthia Enloe describes combat and manhood as "powerfully interlocked
locations of personal, political, and cultural identity" (Edwards, 1990, 119).

nineteenth century Europe for example,

citizen,

class,

and a

soldier.

manhood meant being

Womanhood meant

being a mother, a

and a political/public nonentity (Edwards, 1991,

modern armies,

119).

at

member of
As an

as follows with tradition, endured primarily for

10

once a

In

patriot, a

the protected

effect of this,

male members only.

In addition to playing the role of
"protector,” or "hunter," the strength required

of

men

to successfully carry out traditional

women from
in

women

keeping

they were

entering onto the battle-front.

women,

strength.

women

Von

men

many

other rationales in

clear of the front-lines.

military, as a masculine

Carl

Apart from the strong tradition and belief

military officials have brought forth

element of

cultural

disqualified

out of combat and out of the military to a large extent
just because

support of keeping

The

war measures, automatically

domain has been

traditionally linked with a

only, as well as a technological element, calling for brute

Clausewitz

illustrates the

need for physical strength

in the

following passage:

physical effort

is

a coefficient of

exact limit cannot be determined
that, just as

it

forces,

all

But

it is

and

its

significant

takes a powerful archer to bend his

beyond the average, so it takes a powerful mind
his army to the limit (1976, 115).

bow

to drive

Although Clausewitz's remarks date from the early nineteenth century,

War, he spared no

details

in his

on what was required, mentally and physically,

book On

to

successfully conduct a war.

As

infant mortality rates dropped over time and the average life-span of

females and males augmented, there was less pressure to have large families
that only a portion of the offspring

fields

survive.

of medicine, and medical care, human

time which

that

would

women

in turn resulted in

more

life

With advances

home

11

to

technology

in the

expectancy gradually increased over

positive opportunities for

could be liberated from the

in

in fear

women. One

pursue careers

in a public

effect is

domain

Despite the fact that
years, the occupations in

compared

to those

military

is

Women

could

fill

been involved

in the labor force for

which they were involved were often more

occupations normally "reserved" for men.

one area

just

women have

in

which

women were

and men

2.3

Role assignment

"fit

for combat," they

were

The rough and tough imageries of

widely accepted roles and stereotypes which clearly divided

women

in the roles they fulfilled.

Female Soldiers Move Outside a Nurturing Environment

The US

services

came

closer and closer to reaching their

during the First and Second World Wars. In these periods of

found

it

necessary to utilize and maximize

shortage of

men and

to the recruitment

military, in the

the

in the

support roles in the military, but combat roles were off limits

thought to be better suited for the rigors of warfare.
in

limiting as

limited by a so-called glass ceiling

Because men were stronger, "hard-bodied," and physically

war resulted

many

supplies.

Women's Army

Navy beginning
were not

full

in

capacity

"total war," the military

materials and persons due to a continual

This triggered changes in military policy which also led

of a small percentage of

WAVES, Women

all

maximum

women

Auxiliary Corps

to fulfill support roles in the

(WAACs)

beginning

in 1901,

and

in

Accepted for Voluntary Emergency Service, an auxiliary of the

1908 (Quester,

components of the

in

Goldman, 1982,

military,

however,

1982, 218).

12

219).

until

These female

1944 (Quester,

in

auxiliaries

Goldman,

The Women's Armed Services
permanent

Integration Act of 1948 officially gave

status in the military, but with the proviso
that there

would be a two-

percent ceiling, nurses excepted, thus limiting the proportion
of

(Moskos, 1990,

Within

72).

were employed primarily

this military cadre, a majority

women

in the services

of the females involved

as nurses in military hospitals, but also

performed various

other administrative tasks depending upon their skills and
qualifications.

performed almost uniquely by females are commonly referred
female/support

roles

to in military jargon as

with backgrounds

in

mathematics, for example, were given such

as mathematician, cryptographer, or stenographer (Baker, 1964, 263).

war

Those

roles.

Women

who were

women

Those

qualified filled engineering positions in the military, and others

industries, or as supply clerks,

some of whom were

in

titles

women

worked

in

charge of logistical tasks,

such as the supply and maintenance of equipment, or the evacuation or hospitalization

of personnel.

Still,

others participated in intelligence operations and espionage for the

Office of Strategic Services (OSS) (Quester, in Goldman, 1982, 226-227).
In the area of espionage, female

Americans

fit

the requirement quite readily

considering such operations were by definition to be kept secret

Another major factor

contributing to favorable female involvement in intelligence operations had to do with

location.

Intelligence operations generally took place at a safe distance from the front-

lines (Quester, in

Prior to

combat.

Goldman, 1982, 227).

World War

Through male

II, it

was

difficult for

disguise, however,

females

to involve

some women such

13

themselves

as Joan of

in

Arc and

Calamity Jane, some of Elshtain's "Ferocious Few," managed
(Elshtain, 1987, 173-174).

become

engage

Although they were indeed "few," when

involved, their efforts were often

left

in

combat

women

did

unacknowledged throughout recorded

examples of revolutionary conflicts and guerilla war (Edwards, 1990,

history, as in

117)

to

Exceptions, such as females in guerilla armies

who must

possess ample

proficiency in weaponry, contradict anti-female military traditionalist claims

(Wheelwright, 1992, 22).

Yet, despite noted examples of female fighters, the

noncombatant woman"

stereotype of the

still

remains, as well as a gendered division

of labor

During the Second World War, some female support troops became more
involved by engaging
Atlantic

Ocean (Quester,

although

Korea

in

still

after

such tasks as the refueling and ferrying of planes across the
in

on a limited (noncombatant)

1950 and

In 1973,

to

Vietnam

moves toward

after

basis,

the integration of

was spurred not only by

by a growing turbulence

in Civil

in

women

continued to serve,
forces were deployed to

Goldman, 1982,
and

men

the elimination of the draft, but also

Amendment

on the decision allowing

230).

within the military

Rights policy (Griffin, 1992, 836).

over the ratification of the Equal Rights

on a new

when US

1963 (Quester,

to an all-volunteer force

significant impact

Women

Goldman, 1982, 221).

women

to

in the early

Certainly, debates

1970s had a

become involved

in the military

level.

This

new

level

went beyond healing and bookkeeping

women's movement gaining speed, provisions of

14

positions.

With the

the laws and policies that once

limited certain career opportunities for
officers

were

later, as

generals (Griffin, 1992, 840).

Army

finally

altered

For example, female

allowed to hold permanent status as colonels as of 1967,
and

Auxiliary Corps in 1978,

of the Army.

women were

Moves have

In addition, with the abolition of the

women were

also been

Women's

assigned directly to non-combat branches

made by important

military officers such as

Admiral Elmo Zumwalt who, as chief of Naval operations took an active
"pushing aside old ideas and traditions on the roles of

women"

role in

(Quester, in

Goldman,

1982, 231).

Yet, despite early changes in the all-volunteer force,
traditionally

with

some

"male-coded

indifference.

roles," or

In spite of the

trigger like the abolition of the

the military

2.4

still

Gendered

combat

remained

roles within the military

women's movement and

Women's Army

wishing

were

to fulfill

faced

still

the changes

it

helped

Auxiliary Corps, the gender division in

fairly strong in the early 1970s.

Artifacts and

Conduct

Gender difference and inequality
socially constructed

women

are not of a natural origin, but of a cultural,

one (Cockburn and Ormrod, 1993,

5).

Just as technologies of

war technologies have

have contributed

to the shaping

visibly impacted

and influenced role assignments and practice within the

of the military

itself,

available

Essentially, technology has been designed for, created by, and used by

military.

men

Just as

society has been structured as a social division of roles, so too, has early war

technology been designed to mirror and reinforce a gender-role division
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war

Because

females are often conceived as using technology for different
purposes than males,

seems

clear, at least

on the surface, why

it

certain technologies, themselves, appear

gendered (Jansen, 1989, 197).

As Van Creveld

explains, "throughout

modern

history, the introduction of

new

technological devices to war has been followed by claims for power on
the part of

those

who

design, produce, and operate those devices" (1991, 245-6).

whereas a typewriter or telephone

machine-gun or fishing pole
Just as in

gender

some sense we

skills"

that

commonly

often labeled "male apparatus" (Caputo, 1989, 197).

is

'gender' artifacts, says Cynthia

it

seems

way, culturally

that

If

women

are better at say,

remembering

more males happen
is

itself

in the military.

a

to get

involved in History for

is

another factor contributing to the

As

to a technological

Lowe Benston

armed forces contributes

The

to a highly

writes,

a result, "men's control over

world view have consequences for

language and verbal communication" thus creating a situation
silenced (Kramarae, 1988, 15).

lines of

male subject of inquiry, and males

Margaret

can be seen as a 'language.'"

technology and their adherence

Along the

we

historical dates.

Technical military jargon and imagery

production of a gender bias

Cockburn, "so also do

prey to societal divisions because they

fall

example, a society might dictate that History

"technology

stereotyped as "female apparatus," a

(Cockburn and Ormrod, 1993, 159-161).

traditionalist thought,

happen

is

For example,

in

which

women

are

technical military jargon and imagery used in the

gendered environment

women.
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that is intimidating to

some

A

component of

large

prevails in military jargon

essay, "Sex

and Death

this intimidation lies in the

Carol

Cohn

in the Rational

heap of sexual imagery

illustrates this "subtle"

World of Defense

imagery best

that

her

in

According

Intellectuals."

to

Cohn, lectures she observed

were

filled with discussion of vertical erector launchers,
thrust-to-weight ratios, soft lay-downs, deep penetration,
and the comparative advantages of protracted versus

spasm attacks— or what one

military advisor to the
National Security Council has called 'releasing 70 to 80
percent of our megatonnage in one orgasmic whump'

(Cohn, 1987, 693).

According

to

functions.

Such language

(in the

Cohn, sexual imagery has existed

eyes of

for years as a part of warfare

clearly represents a gendered

many males) do

not belong.

Very

environment

often, females are

in

and

its

which females

assumed

to

be

excluded as a result of their stereotypical, socially constructed relationship with
emotion.

2.5

The Persistence of

Traditionalist Anti-Female Rationales

There are numerous accounts of male
argue against a female military presence.

Robert Barrow of the

US

1

soldiers, as well as officers

"War

is

a man's work"

Marines, "...when you get right

down

to

who

strongly

comments general
it,

protect the manliness of war" (Hartsock, cited in Stiehm, 1982, 124).

you have
Those

to

in

opposition to female military and combat involvement offer rationales such as that

'Except perhaps females there solely to provide sexual
1982, 229).
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relief.

(Quester, in

Goldman,

male soldiers would
that privacy for

feel a sense

of "natural obligation"

women among ground

more women would be required

to protect the

would be extremely

forces

female soldiers,

difficult,

and

to carry out certain assigned military duties

that

on land as

a result of their generally lower upper-body strength, thus continuing
to limit female
military roles (Mitchell, 1989, 5-7).

Other, rather

common,

traditional claims against increased female

involvement

include the argument that, in Marine Corps Reserve infantry officer, John Luddy's

words: '"Putting

winning

battles

women
2

and wars.

(Griffin, 1992, 836).

trenches)

in

5).

It is

Many

would negatively

(Mitchell, 1989,

combat

will

weaken

the fighting ability that

not worth a single

life to

is

the key to

provide equal opportunity'"

soldiers believe that the presence of

women

affect the military readiness required during

(in the

wartime

Yet, might other rationales such as flaws or limitations in

traditional technology also

have a negative impact on military readiness and

effectiveness?

Similar "justifications" countering a female presence exist not only on the

battle-front, but within the general military institutions as well

Anti-female rationales

contribute to continual role allocation in the military based upon gender difference as a

differential criterion.

why

should gender stand as an ultimate indicator for military role assignment 9

addition,

2

Yet, if certain strength, agility, and mental standards are met,

what about the other

roles required in

ln this case, "differentiation" boils

down

to

combat

in

In

which qualification does not

whether or not a soldier has a penis and

testosterone.
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hinge on "brute strength'7 "

and war-technologies
According

will

A

discussion of the special historical bond between

shed some light on such ambiguous questions.

to Kessler

and McKenna,

Ethnomethodological Approach strength
,

54).

males

This

is

to say that

in their physical

Humans,

in general,

make-up, behavior,

come

vice versa.

some

book Gender: An

not (clear-cut) gender dichotomous (1978,

likes, dislikes, talents,

in all different shapes, sizes,

real

females are not necessarily equal
In

is

in their

females vary from other females just as males vary from other

consequence, there exists no

1982, 16).

men

and

and

abilities.

capabilities.

As

a

proof that for example, the physically strongest
to,

or only as strong as the weakest males (Goldman,

cases, females will be in fact physically stronger than males, and

In spite of this fact, a binary division based

emotional strength and genitals

still

upon physical

separates females from males in

strength,

many

positions in

society, as well as in the military, especially those positions connected with

ground

combat missions.

As Cynthia Cockburn and Susan Ormrod
between gender and technology, they observe
process

is

a relation, and in that relation

identities are shaped" (1993, 153).

learn

from

their study

that "technology as

among

others, subjective

In other words, roles

individual’s relationship with a certain technology

on the

relation

knowledge and

as a

and projected gender

may be determined by

an

Females, however, should not be

destined by their biology and physiology to certain roles and behaviors, as they are in

the military.
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Yet, on what grounds other than performance
should decisions be

what might be "appropriate"

amounts of data available

for

in the early

have been conducted since then
measuring female performance
Report

to the President

Armed

Forces, 1993).

war and

for

one gender and not another?

Presidential

,

In contrast to the limited

50s and 60s, several extremely elaborate studies

in attempts to assess

in the

made about

every relevant aspect and activity

military-continuously (See

Commission on

Women

the Assignment of

in

Women

Although for years females have been categorized as

most military

roles,

was not

it

until the early 1970s,

perform combat

tasks, or

how

in the

unfit for

according to Martin

Binkin and Shirley Bach, that any information existed actually documenting

women might

Combat

how

they might impact combat unit

performance (1977, 110).

2.6

Gendered

Statistics

In spite of an

military going

division

still

higher injury

beyond

seem

military roles.

abundance of research conducted on female participation
traditional support-roles,

to stand in the

Due

way of

full

to a higher turnover as

rate, as

well as the "fact" that

some

in the

rationales in support of a gender

female integration into non-traditional

compared

women

to

men, more

sick leave, a

are generally smaller in stature,

can have a negative impact on military morale, bonding, and readiness (Mitchell, 1989,

5 ).

Although

statisticly,

women may out-number men

the percentage of males to females

is

greater, a
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known

for sick-leave, in other areas

fact

which seems

to

have been

overlooked

in

many

statistical studies

Congressional debates

US

Title 10

of

1991 to repeal the

in

For example, as noted during the

this nature.

Combat Exclusion Law,

Code, Senator Proxmire points out

military due to alcohol and drug abuse as

that in fact

compared

to

men

Section 6015

more time

lose

women who

in the

take leave for a

pregnancy (Holm, 1992, 389).

From another

angle,

who

the percentage of males

A

more

realistic

what Mitchell,
also fall

like

below

due

other authors

fail to

certain strength, agility,

argument, might be that not

certain military roles

many

all

soldiers,

to strength requirements.

identify

and health norms.

women, and men, can

If an individual

is

meets

fulfill

set strength

requirements for a particular position within the military however, that individual
should be able to

fulfill that position,

Interestingly,

illiterate,

regardless of gender

whereas a large proportion of enlisted males have been

high school drop-outs

who have had problems

majority of enlisted females were better educated,

experience.

if

listed as

reading operation manuals, a

literate,

and had more job

In addition, female performance in select military tasks proved as well as,

not better in

some

At present,
the assignment of

Assignment of

cases, than males performing the

"all

same

tasks (Holm, 1992, 504).

[US] Services have policies and/or regulations which

women from combat

Women

in the

Armed

positions" (Presidential

Forces, 1993, 39).

restrict

Commission on

the

Binkin and Bach argue that

old policies will not change until the institutions enforcing these policies are willing to

change:

Women's

armed forces will ultimately depend
which national institutions -- social,

role in the

on the extent

to
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and military - are willing to break with
a past reflecting a persistent pattern of male
dominance (1977, 39).

political, judicial,

their past

—

This male dominance present in the military, shares a special
connection with the
actual traditional technologies available to the military

Just as technology dictates the

speed and efficacy of a military, so too does technology dictate
act of war, at least in traditional

on

to the

to the scene,

participates in the

methods of war-making.

Whereas technology functioned
war prior

who

keep female participants out of

essentially to

Second World War, the

role of technology shifts as computers entered

and war materials became

lighter in weight.

Although gender need

not play a role in a cyberspatial environment, there remain some challenges to placing
the terms high-tech,

know-how, and wo-men

in the

same sentence

together.

A

discussion of this unique combination will follow.

Nonetheless, female soldiers have already begun to "decode" and "dismantle"
barriers, including lingual

and various roles within

may be found
in

and emotional barriers

all

branches of the military.

in excerpts about

were

in

might

fulfilled

important

still

exist

Evidence of

contemporary wars such

which both males and females

One

that

as the

this

war

between them
dismantlement

in the Persian

Gulf

roles.

discrepancy in the case of the Gulf War, however, was that gender roles

some sense circumscribed by

the patriarchal Saudi culture.

Once

outside the

military barracks, female soldiers were not to drive motor vehicles, and were required

to

cover their faces.

In this instance, culture and tradition overruled any motion

toward liberalization for females participating
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in the

Gulf

Although certain

cultures, along with traditional technologies of

war have

contributed to the "genderedness" of military institutions in
the past, newly digitized,

high-technology

is

one catalyst contributing

difference in the military and elsewhere.

to the shift

As

toward an erosion of gender

a corollary, female roles are changing,

gender attributes are losing significance, and new technologies are helping

With technology standing
gendered

as the

to a less-gendered military

mam

catalyst for the projected shift

environment,

weakening of the technology argument

in this shift

I

will

demonstrate

will in turn lessen the

how

from a

the

impact of the other

gender-supporting arguments that reinforced a gender-dichotomous military

arguments include

know-how

that

traditional ideas about wars'

male

participants, their strength

goes unparalleled, as well as male, or commonly "masculine"

bravery, courage, physical strength, and emotional capability to

The

shift in

mores about contemporary war-making

methods of war "on-land," and

it is

to

of

the enemy.

why

will

be

Before entering onto
necessary to explore

traditional technologies accordingly

a deeper look into the technological history of warfare reveals

hypotheses as

traits

These changes

examples taken from the Gulf War, and beyond

the technological super-highway of contemporary warfare,

traditional

kill

and

technology will impact not only female role assignment, but will

also affect traditional

illustrated with

These

some

Taking

interesting

"the military" in general, and "war" in particular, continued to be

"male domains".
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CHAPTER

3

LAND WAR

Land war

is

any form of traditional war-making without the aid of computers

or any similar high-technology.

Traditional war-making has been shaped by the

technologies used in a given time period

Gender production has been inherent and

reinforced in land war, because the female/male dichotomy was in place, and only

males were allowed

to use the

technology and engage

Along with the technology, physical
traditional

war-making.

in

combat.

strength also played an important role in

Warfare was considered "men's work." However, says Jeff

M. Tuten,
the services have difficulty in defining
actually

is

in order to

what combat

women from

exclude

it.

In earlier

when weaponry was simple and its reach
measured in tens or hundreds of yards, combat definitions
were much easier (Tuten, in Goldman, 1982, 237).

centuries

Prior to the twentieth century, most soldiers were considered combatants, as they were

all in

close proximity to their enemies

when

in battle.

This proximity meant that anyone in the battle area needed

to

wield weapons.

were

in the

axes, picks,

By

far,

a majority of the

form of hand-held devices

to

be strong enough

weapons used by land-war combatants

Hand-held weapons such as clubs, daggers,

and war-hammers, which were used from the

24

earliest

of times, gave true

meaning

to the

term close-combat.

With the exception of bow and arrow, such sharp

weapons and metal maces did not involve
hand of the soldier

at

projectiles,

war (Harding, 1990,

12).

and generally did not leave the

Even when

were involved

projectiles

with traditional war-making, the travelling distance remained quite
limited

and direct

clear,

link can

Thus, a

be drawn between short-range technology and brute-strength

war-making.

31 The

A

Relationship between

Women. War and War

Technology:

Gendered Division of Labor

The war technology of
of the military.

the past played a primary role in the actual "gendering"

With most women already characterized synonymously

emotional, and "unable to

toward men only.

kill

the enemy," traditional

as

weak,

war technology was geared

This was encouraged because the available war technologies,

including both weaponry and machinery were so very heavy, that most

women were

discouraged from even trying to join a combatant force.
In the absence of mechanical power, muscle

power was

relied

working and maneuvering heavy equipment made primarily from

upon

steel

for

and iron

Traditional technologies reinforced a gendered division of labor within the military by

the very nature of the technologies themselves.

Early technologies which were

extremely labor-intensive, naturally placed restraints on both the scope of war as well

as the

chosen methods of war-making.
In his book, Martin

Van Creveld

carefully

documented the transformations of

technology from tools to machines, and from machines to war-technology systems and
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the computerized age of

war and automation

He

identified each stage of

technological development with a specific time period as follows:

began

in

to 1830,

2000 B C and ended

in

1500

A D The Age

The Age of Systems from 1830

from 1945

to the present time.

to 1945,

The Age of Tools

of Machines lasted from 1500

and the Age of Automation endured

3

Dependence upon animal and man power was prominent up
nineteenth century

when machines became

technological system (1989,
availability of the railway

3).

integrated into what

until the early

Van Creveld

calls a

This system was reinforced by the development and

and the telegraph

Along with expansions

in the ares

of

transport and communications, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, war-fighting

equipment also modernized

Weights and Measures: Traditional Land-War Technology

3.2

The weight of war materials

clearly

conducted, especially in earlier times.
the primary

mam

Whereas wood,

for

(Van Creveld, 1989,

4).

how war was

weaponry became apparent by the

3

See:

Martin Van Creveld, Technology and

York: The Free Press, Macmillan

in

combat.
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larger

steel,

weapons such

as

In general, for traditional land-

War From 200 B

Inc., 1989.

was

late nineteenth century

This increased dependence upon and use of iron and

cannons a greater problem for soldiers

be

a shift to the use of steel as

which were much heavier than wood, made the moving of the
steel

to

a relatively light substance

raw material used during the "Age of Tools,"

raw material

a

had an impact on

C.

to

the Present

,

New

war machinery,

the larger and heavier the piece of equipment, the

"Given a certain
function of

its

level

more powerful.

of development, the power of any technological device

weight and size" (Van Creveld, 1989,

The weight and

a

86).

size of traditional military technology

meant

that females,

(based upon their physical make-up) would not be capable of participating
physical tasks required for battle on land

is

In demonstration of

in the

how heavy weapons

were, examples of weaponry from the First and Second World Wars will be used
In

World War

I,

some of

weaponry used included grenades, semi-automatic

the

submachine guns, mortars, and anti-tank

pistols,

designed for continual rapid

was supplied

Though

compact than
1990, 210).

their

fire so

rifles.

Machine guns were weapons

long as the trigger was depressed and ammunition

the single-barreled automatic

weapons were

lighter

and more

manual multi-barreled predecessors, they remained bulky (Harding,

The heavier machine guns were used mainly on

the ground,

mounted on

and the medium weight machine guns were served by several soldiers on

tripods,

land,

or could be vehicle-mounted

.

The World War

I

heavy-weight 1914 Browning-Colt machine gun, for

example, weighed 101 pounds

weighed 109 pounds and had a

The Browning
rate

of

fire

medium weight Browning Ml 91 7 weighed
the

Browning

M2

at

450

to

machine guns were used by

600

RPM

soldiers

M2

which was developed

in

of up to 600 Rounds Per Minute

1918

(RPM)

41 pounds, and had a similar rate of

(Harding, 1990, 210-211).

fire as

The lighter-weight

on land with the use of tripods or bipods, but
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A

in

some

cases could be shoulder-held

when on

The Hotchkiss

foot.

MK1

,

for example,

weighed 27 pounds
In general, lightweight

machine guns designed

magazines which were better suited
(Harding, 1990, 212).

to mobility as

to

be held by one person used

compared

The light-weight and generally

to the use

air-cooled machine guns could

be used only for short periods of time, however, as they tended
sustained periods of firing

As technology

progressed,

machine guns were used on tripods or bipods

The

support" (Harding, 1990, 209).

war-making increased

more

for

some of

to

overheat with

the

more powerful

efficient "sustained fire

infantry required light-weight

The mass-attacks of

in scope.

of belts

earlier battles

machine guns,

as

were replaced by

"small groups advancing in rushes, 'covering' each other, with small-arms

fire"

(Harding, 1990, 209).

By World War

II,

assault rifles, bazookas,

consisted of a basic

machine guns, although

and "weapon-kits," such

weapon with replacement

still

in use,

were widely replaced by

as the Stoner-system.

parts

This system

which could be selected depending

upon the intended use of the weapon along with the required duration of

portability

(Harding, 1990, 211).

As an example, whereas
"fifty,"

the "squad automatic" could be used standing, the

or .50 inch caliber of the

heavy ground support weapon

Browning A2 automatic

rifle,

Browning manufactured

in a fixed location

used

in the

M2

series

was used

Providing more mobility, the

Second World War, weighed
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as a

just 19 4

pounds.

This weapon could be shoulder held and had an

RPM

of 500 (Harding, 1990,

212 ).
Technological advances

in the area

of weaponry have led as a natural

progression toward even smaller and lighter equipment which have proven
more
effective, especially in terms of mobility.

Mobility became important, as warfare

spread across larger spans of land,

and

at sea,

in the air in ever-increasing distances

from the enemy.
"After 1830, for the

were integrated
Tools,"

first

into systems"

time, not only men, but technological devices as well

(Van Creveld, 1989,

human and animal muscle was

of Machines" derived

its

upon

relied

153).

Whereas during

for

source of energy, the "Age

its

the

"Age of

energy and war-making power not from biological sources,

but from inanimate sources, specifically chemical sources (Van Creveld, 1989, 81).
In the

emergence of Van Creveld's "Age of Systems,"

a soldier's ability to kill

an opponent "was no longer directly related to an individual's physical prowess, but

tended

to

become

a question of trained, professional skill" (1989, 82).

As methods of

transport and communications developed, military forces also developed further, and

expanded

their effectiveness

and reach beyond the naked eye.

With the introduction of the tank accompanied by personnel
vehicles to carry supplies during the early years of the Second

and motor

carriers

World War,

the forces'

operational mobility on land drastically increased, thus easing the burden of
transporting everything both by hand and with the aid of animal labor (Van Creveld,

1989, 181).

Still,

"Armored warfare

for the

most part became
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as

cumbersome

as any

infantry battle, and attrition rates as heavy"

(Van Creveld, 1989,

Despite the

181).

mechanized transport which relieved some of the carrying burden, brute

shift to

strength

was

whether

it

A

still

needed.

The loading and unloading element of land war remained,

was onto a horse-drawn

cart or onto the

typical infantry division in

of supplies a day.

War

II,

on the front-lines of a land war,

which included
improvements

lighter,

in radar

to

brute strength

in spite

less than

100 tons

600 tons of supplies a day by 1944-1945

These numbers can be translated

181),

even by the end of World

a military truck

1914 required the transport of

That number increased

(Van Creveld, 1989,

bed of

was

of the many

more durable raw materials

still

into the actualization that

a criterion for involvement

new advances

for

war technology

in

weapons and machinery,

and communication systems and a general increase

in

speed

and mobility of both equipment and soldiers respectively (Van Creveld, 1989).

As
to change.

military technological innovations continued, the nature of

Whereas armed

conflict

war

also

was once a wholly "mental and physical

began

contest,"

the prominence of technology altered the importance placed upon a mostly physical

performance on the

As an example

in

front-lines, the

support of

this,

Service Regulations of World

"main-frame" for battle (Van Creveld, 1989, 225).

Van Creveld

War

quotes from the American Field

II:

Victory in modern war hinges on troops and commanders

mastering a series of complex

skills,

which

to a large

Where once war was waged
skills.
more and more war was
machines,
employing
by men
seen as a contest between machines that are served,
maintained and operated by men (Van Creveld, 1989,
extent are technical

225).
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Although the above comments did not factor
serve, maintain,

and operate machinery,"

would be acknowledged

soldiers

domain.

it

as capable,

in

females as part of those soldiers

was only

who

a matter of time before female

and therefore incorporated

Gradually, the technology depended more on

into this

than on a man's courage

skills

and brute strength

3 3

The Technological and Gender Transition
Changing the Face of Modern Warfare
Technological developments

pattern of

combat

armed

240,241).

1950s and 60s showed that the traditional

as involving proximity to the

continuing to weaken.

the

in the

.

enemy and

brute strength were

This was a time of significant technological advancement for

forces, including a beginning for

computer use (Van Creveld, 1989,

Tuten writes,
the

mushrooming of technological and

industrial

advances

of the twentieth century have caused sweeping changes
the nature of warfare.
the skills

it

War

has become more diverse

in

in

demands. As the years pass, decreasing

percentages of modern military forces are assigned to

missions that bring them face to face with their
adversaries (Tuten, in Goldman, 1982, 240).

As

a result of these technological and industrial advances, a

number of

military tasks

requiring physical strength, agility and endurance have been reduced

The new weaponry

that

war-making was entering a

emerged

in the

transitional phase.

1950s and 1960s

plastic, rubber,

and

light

also evidence that

Cannons became auto-cannons, hand-

grenades became rifle-grenades and grenade-guns, and

mostly by

is

wood and

steel

weight metals such as aluminum.
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were replaced

The USM60,

for

example, which was introduced

600 RPM.

in the

1950s weighed just 23 pounds and could

fire

The Stoner 63 A which was a light-weight General Purpose Machine
Gun

(GPMG) was

first built in

1963, weighed 11 pounds, 11 ounces, and had an

700 (Harding 1990, 217).

The

US 66mm M72A2,

can be carried by one person, weighs a

total

of

3

of

an adaptation of the bazooka which

pounds, of which 2.2 pounds

rocket itself (Harding, 1990, 254).

Rifles that are lighter,

and allow for more ammunition

be carried (Harding, 1990, 278).

to

RPM

improve a

is

the

soldier's mobility,

Despite developments in lighter, more sophisticated weapons-technology and

machinery, there remained reasons to think that strength continued

to

be important.

Soldiers typically go into the field with a fifty-pound backpack plus weaponry, thus

adding an additional eleven
presents a challenge to

to twenty-five

many female

pounds

soldiers,

it is

for a fire-arm.

Although

this

challenging to a significant portion

of male soldiers as well

Although military technology continues
strength and technology remains.

comparison, has

to assess the effects

Experiences from the Gulf

for

women

Any

War

all

combat

between brute

evaluation of strength to brain-power as a

of contemporary military technology.

point to not only newly established social positions

in the military, but also to the

transition into military

to evolve, the conflict

contemporary war equipment that eased

in the desert.
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their

CHAPTER

4

CYBERWARTHE MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
AN ALTERNATIVE VISION?
"On Land, On

Sea, and in the Air

— A Woman's

Place

is

Everywhere"
-National Organization for

Women

Women, Committee

in the Military (Cited in:

for

Binkin and Bach, 1977,

73).

The high-technology weaponry and
armed forces have evolved over time

to

accuracy, and simplicity in times of war

the

new developments

in military

military

equipment currently

utilized

meet the ever-increasing demands

Computers

are the

Weapons: An International Encyclopedia from 5000 B C

to

for speed,

main component behind

David Harding,

technology.

by the

principal editor of

2000

A

D. savs.

Micro electronics have transformed modern guidance
systems, their sensors for detecting targets, and the fuses
for warheads to destroy them
Increasingly without direct
human involvement, weapons are able to "think" for
themselves once they have been fired, launched, or even
just emplaced (1990, 278).
These changes are

just a

microcosm of what

is

to

come

in the future

of modern

weaponry and cyber-technology.
Cyberwar, may be described as a "technologically generated, televisually
linked, and strategically

gamed form of

violence that dominated the formulation as
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well as the representation of

Shukman, who writes on
Tomorrow's War says
,

US

the threat of high technology weapons, in his

"the high-technology

world, but they are only the

power and

policy in the Gulf' (Der Denan, 1992, 175)

the silicon chip"

start

book

weapons of the Gulf War amazed

of a revolution

(Shukman, 1995).

in future

Shukman goes on

modified algae that can be bred

that will literally stop a tank

friend

kill

from

foe, laser-beams

dead

and super-bugs

them, and microchips which see

fiction-like

to

From

data, super-glues

eyes programmed to identify

mention a few of these science-

the military becomes, the

more

miniature computers, to robotics, and from biological-engineering to

spaceflight, the military

is

changing

at

a pace as fast as

"Miniaturization and mass production have actually

cheaper, and

of

XIII).

The more highly technologically advanced
efficient.

size

immobilize enemy soldiers rather than

in the dark, to

weapons of war (Shukman, 1995,

some

to describe

computer

to destroy

in its tracks, electronic

the

warfare based on computer

seemingly science-fictional military technologies such as robot soldiers the
ants, genetically

David

more

accessible" (Harding, 1990, 278).

wars become, moreover, the

less brute strength

its

own

technologies

made some weapons

simpler,

The more computerized

and gender identity

will

future

have an

impact on war-making.

Some

effects cyber-technologies will stimulate include the possibility for a non-

gendered military environment,

less

emphasis on the need for physical strength for the

successful operation of war systems, the dissolving of traditional boundaries separating

front-lines

from

rear-areas, as well as an increased distance

34

from the enemy due

in part

to the precision

that

make

of long-range missile capabilities.

Parallel to

changes

as the distinction

computerized

A

'

soldier's positionality

on the battlefield becomes altered

between front-line and rear-area erode

As

a consequence, a highly

cyber-military" appears favorable for female soldiers wanting
to

fully integrated into future concepts

Gulf War have provided a

in the

significant step forward for the expansion of military roles for

military technology

on warfare were demonstrated with

Operation Desert Storm

News Network (CNN),

With the

aid of

moms' presence

female soldiers were shown

in the desert battle-zone

women. The impacts of

special clarity during

media coverage, primarily by

For the American spectator

fight.

become

of a contemporary military force

The stones of courageous female involvement

ready to

weaponry

physical strength less important, are changes in the
scope of war and

distance from the enemy.

new

in

at

home

became

in fatigues with

in living

the Cable

weapons

rooms across

a reality, and for

in

hand,

the country,

many, an

awakening.

In the

Gulf War, also often referred

female soldiers fought, were captured, and

to

in

by the media as the "Mom's War,"

some

cases, sacrificed their lives for their

country as did their male counterparts (Binkin, 1991,

soldiers in the

11).

Gulf War shot down scuds, flew helicopters

guarded prisoners of war,

women

as a group,

still

Yet, although female

into

enemy

were not considered

territory

"in

and

combat"

(Ralston, 1991, 52).

"Being designated a combatant or noncombatant," says Holm, "has very

do with who

lives

and

who

dies in

modern war" (Holm, 1992,
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507).

In the

little to

Gulf War,

non-combat

units took casualties (Binkin, 1991, 11).

be permitted into specialty combat
being exposed to enemy

Beverly

fire.

Ann Bendekgey,

military can be protected

22)

Female

roles, they will

be

women may

Although
"in

still

not

combat," nonetheless, by

Because the scope of war changes so quickly, says

"it is difficult

to define a context in

which anyone

from the dangers of war" (Bendekgey,

soldiers, although involved in a

war

as

much

as

in

male

in today's

Blacksmith, 1992,

soldiers, will not

acquire the recognition or promotions that the male soldiers receive (Wekesser and
Polesetsky, 1991, 85).

The opinions of
equipment

combat

too heavy for

is (still)

positions.

service officers, as well as policy-makers, suggest that military

women, and

that

women

simply do not belong

The Defense Department's Risk Rule policy

stipulates that

should not be assigned to any military position where they will be exposed
fire (Presidential

Rule policy

was

a

mam

is

Commission, 1993,

out-dated.

priority

Wars, changes

in

iv).

The Gulf War demonstrates

Although keeping female soldiers

far

of the armed forces, especially during the

technology have permanently altered

how

women
enemy

that the Risk

from the

First

to

in

front-lines

and Second World

future wars will be fought.

Soon, front-lines will be almost completely indistinguishable from rear-areas, and role
assignments will also inevitably change.

Whereas land war, or "war

in person," reinforces strong signs

of gender

difference in the military based upon traditional technologies and physiological

characteristics,

war conducted

"on-line," that

is,

in cyberspace,

the possibility of a less-gendered military environment
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comparatively, offers

New, war-technologies make

even the military division of soldiers into combatants
and support troops

As a

result,

female strength and the status of gender relations

less relevant

in the military also lose

significance.

Just as the

of

media played an important

female warriors"

in the

role in highlighting the

Gulf War, the media also aided

technologies utilized in this highly computerized war

Army Chief

of Staff

in

Today

A

in

accomplishments

dramatizing the

new

paper prepared by the

US

1994, stated:

the Industrial

Age

being superseded by the
Information Age, the Third Wave, hard on the heels of
is

the agrarian and industrial eras.

Our present army

is

well

configured to fight and win in the late Industrial
Age...
to

We

have begun

evolve a

new

Denan, 1994a,

force
122).

This paper explains the direction
future--a future where, in the

move into Third Wave warfare,
for a new century (Quoted in: Der

to

in

which the military

will

be heading

words of James Der Denan, "the Army

is

in the

near

leaping into a

realm of hyperreality, where the enemy disappears] as flesh and blood, and
reappear[s], pixelated and digetized on computer screens in

opportunity" (Der Denan, 1994a., 121).

What

this

are changing in structure, along with corresponding

4.

1

Role Assignments

comprised eleven percent of the

Not only

is

modern

zones, as icons of

that military institutions

technologies.

in Transition

While women made up only two percent of

848).

means

kill

the military in the late 1940s, they

total military force in the early

1990s (Griffin, 1992,

are "things changing" in terms of a percentage of female participants,
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but military conduct in the Persian Gulf
the military are expanding

beyond

War

of 1991 shows that women's positions

in

traditional boundaries.

Since 1973, Martin Binkin reports that the percentage of

"women

assigned to

jobs outside their traditional medical and administrative roles has
grown from fewer
than 10 percent to more than 50 percent" (1991, 10).
Griffin,

[t]

he Persian Gulf

War

provided the

prolonged combat" (1992, 842).

According

first real test for

to

Rodman D

American women

In this high-tech, highly computerized war,

flew helicopters transporting personnel and supplies, flew reconnaissance

were assigned

to

new

logistics

and intelligence tasks

(Griffin, 1992, 842).

in

women

aircraft,

and

Others

acted as shipboard navigators, communications experts, and ground-crew chiefs
4

(Wekesser and Polesetsky, 1991,

As

54).

a consequence of newly emerging military positions opening up to

female soldiers have come closer

to the battle-front than ever before.

women,

In the Gulf,

female soldiers, like male soldiers, were issued protective gear and carried arms that
they were capable of using

if

they were to

come under

attack

(Wekesser and

Polesetsky, 1991, 55).

According
in the Persian

to a report

Gulf War,

made

results

to the Secretary

of various opinion polls ranging from cohesion to

teamwork, and from physical strength

outcomes
as a

4

For a

way

overall.

to stress

management had resoundingly

positive

During the Gulf War, teamwork, for example, was frequently

"physical strength limitations were

listing

of Defense on female deployment

of select positions open

to

overcome

female soldiers
38

for both

in the

cited

men and women" (US

Gulf War, see Appendix.

General Accounting Office [USGAO], 1993, 22-23).
that

female soldiers deployed

as the constructing of

in the

Commanders

interviewed, noted

Gulf effectively carried out strenuous tasks such

sandbag bunkers.

In effect, "the capabilities of service

personnel were more dependent on the individual's characteristics than
gender"

(USGAO,

1993, 22).

reports of

Teamwork moreover, made

effective cohesion" during the

strength issues irrelevant.

Gulf War, gender was not

With

cited as a

deterrent to either productive team-involved tasks or to the cohesion of units
as a

whole (USGAO, 1993,

The
force,

fact that a total of

were deployed

transition

38).

in the

41,000 female soldiers, or 7 percent of the

Gulf

is

evidence that the military

The deployment of female

soldiers

on a large scale

supports the argument that war-making as a form of conduct

Combat and noncombat

role distinctions

made

is in

in earlier

total military

a phase of

into a hostile area

is

also in transition.

female assignments lose their

meaning once confronted with methods of contemporary warfare (USGAO, 1993,
"The modern

combat

battlefield is so fluid that

restrictions

women

have no impact during war"

3).

cannot be protected and therefore, the

(USGAO,

1993, 11)

Very often during the Persian Gulf War, "need overcame gender
considerations" and restrictions

(USGAO,

1993, 27).

Female

soldiers

were stationed

primarily on the northern border of Saudi Arabia and "served in units that crossed the

border into Iraq and Kuwait during the

air

and ground wars"

Like their male counterparts, "they received
prisoners"

(USGAO,

1993, 19).

fire,

returned

(USGAO,

fire,

1993, 18-19).

and/or dealt with

Griffin notes that "the conflict [in the Gulf] did
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enemy

much

to earn

women

the respect of their male peers,” and that the
removal of

occupational barriers for

4 2

A

in the military is likely (1992,

Gulf War, "there were no fixed positions or

changed hourly.

844)

Moreover, "the

missiles were unisex

Iraqi long-range artillery

weapons

troops" (Holm, 1992, 446).

anything,

it

proved

and expanded

clear lines in the sand

-

the

Units in the rear-areas, where most female soldiers were

concentrated, were often as exposed to attack as those
446).

remaining

Blurring of Front-Lines and Rear-Areas
In the

front

women

all

between combat and support

Jeanme Ralston's opinion,

that the traditional concept of the

to include a

(Holm, 1992,

and especially the surface-to-surface

that did not distinguish

In

the front”

at

"if this

high-tech war proved

combat zone has been blurred

wide swath of land anywhere within range of enemy

missiles" (1991, 54).

Contemporary wars,

way

like that fought in the Gulf,

show

that the traditional three-

division of military zones into safety-zones, rear-areas and high-risk areas,

turning into a large and ever blurring single gray area

writes, "dramatic changes in

significantly altered the

non-combat

roles

Blacksmith, 1992,

way wars

As

Bendekgey

communication and weapons technology have
are fought, blurring distinctions

and between safe versus high

18).

In support of this,

is

risk areas"

between combat and

(Bendekgey,

in:

a result, the dividing of military roles into combatant and

noncombatant and the designation of combat areas
seemingly obsolete (Van Creveld, 1989, 116).
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into concrete "zones" proves

Changes

in

long-range missile capability contribute directly to
changing

perceptions about the purpose in designating front-lines
and rear-areas

World War

II

military aircraft dropped aerial

large areas, "low level attack and precision

bombs from high

bombings

precise targets are established, and clusters of

dropped (Harding, 1990, 236).

With the

reference point

at

which

to

is

What can be considered
no central reference point^

the

II,

technologies that allow

casualties to innocent

is

a "front-line" in a (Post)modern

war

in

which there

is

Says Martin Binkin, "given the nature of modern warfare,

centers

become an anachronism and

became

a

common

present targets for attack are

Current technology

no one single

file in troops.

the differences

with combat and support jobs have narrowed" (1991,

bombing of urban

World War

new

changing, and as a consequence, there

the concept of the traditional "front" has

in risk associated

which

"containing small bomblets" are

minimum of

aim missiles and

in

altitudes over relatively

are [now] favored," in

availability of

for precision-bombings, for example, with a

bystanders, the scope of war

bombs

Whereas

is

11).

Although

practice of warfare during and after

more complexely

scattered and dispersed

capable of locating the important strategic targets to

rather than just aiming at densely populated city-centers.

As

hit,

a result, "today's

warfighter faces less well-defined threats" (Office of the Secretary of the Army, 1993,

2).

Today's threats from the enemy are less easily detected, and very unpredictable

without the most advanced radar and computer technologies currently available
Radio, laser, and electro-optical (TV) guided missiles are some of the most
technologically advanced types of missiles in use (Harding, 1990, 236).
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Air Defense

Missiles,

which are designed

to attack targets at varied ranges span

from 10 miles for

short-range to over 40 miles for long-range missiles (Harding,
1990, 256)

example, a

US Hawk, medium-range

distance of 22 miles.

missile weighs 265 pounds and can travel a

The US portable Stinger

30 pounds and sends trajectories

at

at the targets are

female soldiers

in

use permits targets to remain central,

"standing by" at

Says Griffin, "fewer and fewer soldiers
enemies" (1992, 846).

a shoulder-launched missile weighing

is

a distance of up to 6 miles (Harding, 1990, 36).

The new and long-range weaponry now
while those aiming

As an

in

some

distance in a rear-area.

uniform ever come face-to-face with

their

Although "safe-zones" and rear-areas are usually designated

fulfilling military support roles, the

assignment of

women

for

to these

"back areas" does not guarantee their safety.

The Office of
on military

the Secretary of the

tactics "increasingly

Army

reports that current

emphasize attacking supply

US Army

lines as a

manuals

way of

decreasing an enemies' fighting capacity" (Blacksmith, 1992, 21; Stiehm, 1989, 55).
Interestingly, female soldiers

combat
in a

were usually permitted on supply

vessels, until very recently.

gendered military setting

in

This

is

ships, but not

on

one demonstration of the inconsistencies

which so-called safe-zones become high-potential

firing zones.

4.3

The

Effects of Cutting-Edge Technology

The dissolving of boundaries
a

war

like that in the Persian

separating what

Gulf proves

is

safe

from what

is

dangerous

that "advances in technology of warfare
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in

have

increasingly blurred the lines between direct combat
and combat support" (Holm,

contributed to a

weaponry.

women

For

1992, 403).

new

in the military, this essentially

means

that technology has

war-making, as well as a new generation of higher-tech

shift in

With such advanced technological weaponry, combat and combat
support

roles can be carried out regardless of gender, or

David Shukman

who

lies

beneath the helmet

writes,

The next generation of weaponry
an entirely

new approach

will signal the arrival

in warfare:

of

information rather

than brute force will win the day.. For weapons to
.

become

faster,

must be able

more accurate and more

intelligent,

'

they

handle vast amounts of data at
fantastically high speeds with ever-smaller computers.

With the

ability to see an

detail, to

analyse

transmit
it,

This

is

to

it

to a

warfare will be transformed (1995,

and military

from

traditional

minutest

it

6).

signifies the shift in technology, military

roles.

Certainly, in a computerized

differs

in the

weapon which then makes unerring use of

the very trend underway, and

capability,

enemy's moves

the information instantly and to

[sic]

war

"on-line," the

modes of movement on land

agency of war participants
In a contemporary war, agency

Agency becomes

within the military both increases and decreases simultaneously.

noteworthy on the front-lines, because an increase

due

to

newly available cyber-technologies.

in

Shukman

agency

at

a distance

is

less

possible

describes future technologies as

those which offer soldiers "near-magic powers with which to defeat their enemies: an

invincible sword, an impenetrable shield, unfailing sight, an unerring aim, a trusted

aide,

and the ultimate triumph of bloodless victory" (1995,

43

XIII).

Consequentially, signs of
shift in

new and changing

favor of female involvement in war and

official conclusions ultimately are

the

it"

to

US Armed

drawn from the Persian Gulf War, women's place

(MOSes)

(Presidential

Moskos

reports that 86 percent of

for enlisted personnel

still

were open

to

women.

Currently, specialty

Commission, 1993,

24).

combat engineering

Moves have been made, however,

to

open up

positions to females in various branches of the military, as in the case of the

Department.

its

policy after receiving a mandate from the Defense

The mandate requested

that as

many

"gender neutral" (Pexton and Lawson, 1994c.,

jobs as possible were to be

parallels exist

capabilities.

On

performance

in the

Department

new

it

seems

clear that

in the Persian

Gulf War

era in contemporary cyberwar technologies and military

another level of analysis,

it

seems

that the successes of female

Gulf may have had an impact on decisions made by the Defense

as well as within the

female soldiers.

officials,

between successful female performance

with the emergence of a

made

1).

Although no links have been drawn by military

to

military occupational

all

include: infantry, armor, artillery, and

Marine Corps which changed

some

in

For example, an increasing number of positions are opening
up

1990, Charles

combat exclusion areas

more

Says Holm, "whatever

on Naval combat ships and Air Force fighter planes

As of
specialties

in the military.

to

Forces was permanently altered and universally recognized
because of

(Holm, 1992, 471).

women

technology have caused gears

armed

forces, themselves, to

"Since combat exclusion

44

is

open up more positions

largely a matter of policy, not law,

it

would only take a

presidential order to

open up most combat

slots" (Griffin, 1992,

850).

44 The

from Traditional War Technology
Cvberwar Technology

Strategic Shift

to

Computer technologies,

also referred to as cyber-technologies, are a necessary

part of any contemporary military due in large part to the

required to

manage "modern armed

huge amounts of information

(Van Creveld, 1991, 242).

forces"

With computers

behind every step of guiding and running equipment and machinery, contemporary
brain-power replaces conventional brawn

The technology employed

in the

guidance, night vision goggles, and

Gulf War such

satellite navigation, all contributed to a

established "ease" to contemporary warfare.

Such technological change

have quite an impact on the efficacy of the military
strategies

"[t]he

and

skills are

as expert cruise-missile

itself,

battlefield

computers

a military revolution

some skepticism

in the

in the military,

satellites

Shukman

writes,

and the advent of

5).

However

fast

change

is

that

occurring,

apparent.

Because technology often eases the
such as

5).

Gulf War had caused gasps of amazement and claims

was underway" (1995,

is still

beginning to

and "new doctrines and

required as a result" (Shukman, 1995,

performance of precision-guided bombs, the use of

is

newly

some

act of completing a task in a given area,

skeptics argue that

"feminize" that area or discipline

Some

critics,

group of Defense Department and military

new and modern

technologies

such as Mitchell, as well as a select

officials refer to this shift in
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war

technology as a feminization of the military, while less
emphasis

is

being placed on

brute strength for the operation of contemporary
war-systems (Mitchell, 1989,
Presidential

Commission, 1993).

Yet, a high-technology war with
strength does not necessarily

mean

new

technologies not requiring physical

feminization.

The new technology eases

the

process of a task for any individual, regardless of gender or physical
capability.

would be more appropriate and

to the point to regard the result as "equalization

Certainly the military has not been feminized in the

understood

that

term

is

"

commonly

Rather, the technology has changed to reflect a sort of "universality."

Anyone with proper
will

way

It

training can use the technology and an individual's gender identity

have no bearing on

how

that individual will perform.

Paul N. Edwards comments,

technology long ago removed

women

in

many of

the barriers to

combat by changing the kinds of

skills

required [for them] to serve effectively in
combat... Furthermore, machines, centrally including

computers, enable anyone, almost regardless of physical
ability, to control nearly limitless destructive

power

(1990, 120).

Yet, despite such positive changes favorable to females seeking

military roles,

combat

some

traditionalists

that are already

For

traditionalist

still

do not accept the

more

shifts in

non-traditional

technology and

underway.
military officials

"equalization" of the military

is

it

problematic.

seems

The

that a so-called "feminization," or

"threat"

military presents problems for those military officials
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who

of a computerization of the
did not get the message

delivered from the Persian Gulf
inherently masculine

With technologies

domain becomes threatened by

strength to conduct a war.

that are easy to use, a

once

the loss of a need for brute

Traditionalist claims that females are not equipped in
any

way, emotionally or physically,
text

War

perform combat tasks become obsolete

to

in the

new

of contemporary military conduct
Mitchell, like other traditionalist thinkers have been dictating
and ingraining the

notion that

history in

Western history of technology has been basically men's history"

the

which

a

traditional technology is described as consisting of "the devices,

machinery and processes which men are interested
the stereotypes

—

may

in"

(Kramarae, 1988,

4).

Though

male-mind," female soldiers must no longer adhere

stick in a

to

such gendered categories.
Contrary to Mitchell's arguments that
involved

in the military as the result

women

have become increasingly

of a so-called "feminization of occupations," and

that "technology has not relieved service

members of

the need for above-average

physical strength" (Mitchell, 1989, 6), technology has in fact enabled

(and men) of varied

Those

abilities to

become involved

areas, primarily technological,

muscle-power (Moskos, 1990,
Oftentimes,

more

diverse areas of the military

and "push-button," require brain-power, not

77).

when "technology"

complex model, something

in

more women

like a

is

mentioned,

computer

—

we

think of

some

futuristic,

the smaller and faster, the better

Technology, however, can also have a more prosaic meaning: "the knowledge and
practice of doing, making, and producing" (Cockburn and Ormrod, 1993, 154).
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Technology involves continually evolving new ways of doing

things, as well as

providing the aids to do "the doing" with tools, appliances,
and machines (Cockburn

and Ormrod, 1993, 154).

As

early as the 1950s, certain branches of the military used
computers for

logistics, record keeping, administrative tasks,

and intelligence, as well as for "the

operations of certain weapons in certain environments" (Van Creveld, 1991, 240-3)
Currently, computers are utilized for these and other purposes.
to radar,

from guiding missiles

battle plans

and

strategies,

to intercepting

contemporary war

and female soldiers are also present here.
that political

them, and from simulations to

is

now

alter

lodged somewhere

real

war

in cyberspace,

"Because high technology warfare erodes

boundary [between male protectors and

technology] has the potential to

From communications

their

female protectees,]

it

[the

gender roles radically" (Edwards, 1990, 117).

Gender becomes no longer necessary

as a criterion for military role assignment,

because the roles within the military structure

itself are

changing.

Whereas

traditional

technologies of land war required brute strength to operate most weapons and

machinery, less strength
technology.

A

"in cyberspace"

is

required to operate contemporary and future computerized

soldier's identity loses significance as well, since the soldier is

and not on a front-line

There exist fewer

in

possibilities for

working

view of the enemy.
gender production

in this highly

technological environment, because the futuristic war systems themselves have

replaced brute strength with brain-powered

differently

from the

traditional land

skills.

Future wars "on-line" will be fought

wars which were always considered "men's wars."
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4.5

A Cyber-Movement

in

new

In cyberspace,

Cvberia
patterns of social relationships that do not depend upon
a

female/male binary division are likely

to

be more viable.

"There

is

nothing inherently

masculine about computer technology ...Computers do not simply embody
masculinity.
Rather, computers have been culturally coded as "masculine mental
objects" (Edwards,

1990, 125).

result,

In a sense, computers

what we have learned

challenged by a

new

Females are
There

is

set

as

have been given a masculine gender

much

fit

and behaviors are appropriate

commodity.

now

a

being

a part of the computer world as males in today's society

nothing exclusively "masculine" about computer

Edwards, 1990, 125).

in the past, is

As

of uses, and users

belief that technology does indeed

roles

computer use

socially about

identity.

Computers

Anyone can use

to

are

skills,

except the faulty

into socially constructed notions about

each gender (Kirkup and Keller, 1992,

becoming a

universal,

a computer, with or without

what

2,

and feasibly gender-free

male genitalia and

testosterone

On

the military front, the ever-increasing use of computers in

combat

operations and frequent, more extensive reliance on and trust in simulations for

training

have brought computer technology

to the forefront

of military operations

Aside from some nineteenth century calculating devices used by government

statistical

bureaus, Laurie Smith Keller notes that "the military has been an enormous engine of

technological development... Computers were developed

firstly for the military

entered the civilian sphere a decade later" (Kirkup and Keller, 1992, 29).
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and only

Computers were not only developed

became extremely necessary
"The technology

to

almost

in use," writes

Van

organization, logistics, intelligence,

all

particularly for military use, but also

facets of military organization and functions.

Creveld, "helps condition tactics, strategy,

command,

and communication" (1991

control,

247).

The US

military

military technologies.

Experiment claim

(TRADOC,

to

1994).

is

consistently seeking to remain on the forefront of

Military experts involved in the

Advanced Warfighter

have the technological cutting edge

As described

in a

in

and Doctrine Command, "army modernization alternatives

Training

that forge a balance

(TRADOC,

1994).

a result of new, highly technological developments, the distinction between

war games and the
itself

US Army

will continue to give America's

soldiers the technological edge on future battlefields"

As

war-making maneuvers

pamphlet produced by the

between research and development procurement

new

"real thing" is nearly undetectable.

become another

blur shared within one

like those utilized in the

common

Simulations of war and war

space.

New

war technologies,

Gulf War have demonstrated a new ease and speed

applications and capabilities.

Linda H. Lewis notes,

modern information systems can be effectively
without years of programming experience... [or]
technological expertise.

Menu-driven

utilized

special

systems... make

it

possible to use highly sophisticated computers effectively

without knowing
(Lewis, in

much more

Wright,

et al.,

than

how

to turn

1987, 285,289).
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them on

to military

The gender-free"
is

soldier

more distanced from

may be conducted

in a

is

placed

in a

new

the field of battle in

positionality at

many

cases,

war

-

that

is,

the soldier

and a majority of operations

"push-button" fashion

At a greater distance from the enemy,

computer screen and push a button
a person in cold blood

it is

to fire, than

As Der Denan

it is

describes

aim

easier to

it,

(for

at

a dot on the

women

most

and men)

"[t]he simulated battlefield

dying and killing less plausible, and therefore more possible"
(1994, 120)

It

naturally easier to "zap" something, as one

kill

human being whose

would

in a

video game, than to

"object" creates a different emotional reaction as

the emotions stirred up in traditional "person-to person" combat

in this

way, arguments

enemy" crumble.

In a

have been trained

to do,

Haraway, "we must
liberation of

all

combat

insist that

4.6

Gender

seems
a

Interacts with

compared

to

Because the scope of

female soldiers are "incapable of killing the

women,

like

any other soldier do what they

in fact call for a kill or two.

high technology

is for,

therefore useable by

purposes" (Edwards, 1990, 125-6).

became

that

situation,

which may

women, and

these purposes, as

makes

features are visible

The non-visible

war changes

to kill

Female

clear during the

among

women

To

cite

Donna

other things, the

for their self-defined

participation in

combat has become one of

Gulf War

Cyber-Technology

Because high technology warfare erodes the

between "male protectors" and

their

social

and

cultural

boundary drawn

"female protectees," contemporary technology
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has the potential to alter gender roles radically"
(Edwards, 1990, 117)

itself,

new cyberwar

technologies will be "tested" in the field through simulations
with

soldiers and real units, females

well

may

also be "tested" using the

Because new cyber-technologies can place soldiers

situations,

Just as

new

technologies as

in "virtual,"

combat-like

female soldiers have the advantage of getting involved and trying
out

ground for combat positions

real

new

in future wars.

Battle labs are used by branches of the military to teach and
educate soldiers of

new

cyber-technologies along with the technologies' war-fighting applications.

These

war-fighting applications are not designed with a specific gender-type in mind
Rather,

new

technologies are created "to enhance combat capability

[in

which] future

information systems will require only a few simple procedures to receive or transmit
data" (Office of the Secretary of the

Army, 1993,

In support of simple procedures with

The

new

11).

technologies, Lois

B DeFleur

writes:

combat pilot requires today
The technologically sophisticated
warplanes of the '90s make far more demands on a pilot's
ability to manipulate complex computer programs and to
qualities that a successful

are not gender-specific.

make

clear-headed tactical decisions, than they do on

sheer physical strength (DeFleur, in Blacksmith, 1992,
26).

In the case of

combat

pilots, like

many

other combat positions within the armed

forces, female fighter pilots can push buttons

fighter pilots.

With regard

soldier argues against bulky

the

Army, 1993,

12).

to

and drop bombs just as

equipment, additionally,

"

[t]he

easily as

male

combat load of the

communications equipment" (Office of the Secretary of

Military gear

made of
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protective, yet light-weight materials such

as kevlar, aid in a soldier's mobility and
maneuverability

advances

in

when on

the

ground

New

technology and computing, moreover, include trends
toward

miniaturization in addition to increased speed, for
performance in combat situations

(Shukman, 1995,

6).

Certainly, a

and

alters

plans.

war conducted primarily by computer changes the scope of

somewhat

a war,

the traditionally established positionality of soldiers in
battle

Blueprints of a future cyber-military reveal that those systems,
wholly

computerized, continue to be promising as entities that neither employ, nor
require a
specific gender for military role assignments

non-gendered

By transforming gendered

roles, the actual technology, its uses

Contemporary cyber-technology has
time, a group that

is

not necessarily

all

a

provides a closure to the gap existing between

it is

production exist "on-line,"

cyberspace

in

its

users in turn, also change.

newly acknowledged

male.

and branches of the military,

and

Knowing now

women

roles into

that

set

of users;

cyberwar technology

and technology

in

most areas

necessary to explore whether traces of gender
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This

CHAPTER

5

A CYBORGIAN FUTURE FOR THE MILITARY:
GENDER-LESS AND 99 PERCENT BRUTE-FREE
The highly computerized technology of a
less-biased space in which both

including combat roles.

or capture the

enemy"

women and men

Arguments

are

enemy

in a

who

can and cannot

extensive

line is that

particular

fulfill

major deciding-criterion for determining who

should not perform combat

meeting basic job qualifications are
the deciding qualification for

indicating that

who

The bottom

kill

(Van Creveld, 1989; Moskos, 1990; Shukman, 1995).

If brute strength falls out as a

should and

may be

space where there

(Griffin, 1992, 849).

individual physical strength no longer dictates

roles in the military

can take part in military operations,

for brute strength, stamina, and the ability "to

no longer cogent

distance between soldier and

cyberspatial environment allows for a

women

all

combat

are less

roles, then technical

know-how and

Therefore, being male falls out as

that remain.

role assignment.

Since there

is

knowledgeable than men, then there

argue that in a cyberwar, where technical

know-how

stands as the

is

no

real

also

mam

evidence

no room

to

ingredient for

qualification, that gender should stand as an obstacle to participation.

Yet many

traditionalists

still

claim that strength matters often enough to justify

a continued use of gendered role allocation.

differences out of proportion.

Statistics

To do

so, they often

showing sexual difference
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exaggerate sexual

are exactly that—

statistics in

search of and showing gender difference

asymmetry

brain

Moreover, studies comparing

to sex differences often contradict themselves.

Many women and

female soldiers do display characteristics such as strength,
aggressiveness, and courage
as warriors, however, contemporary soldiers do
not necessarily require such traits to

run computers for the military.

and men are

far

more

similar than different... There are

most of our physical as well
205).

Wherever there

"Biologically speaking," says Ruth Hubbard,

is

as social traits"

difference, there

Kirkup and Keller, 1992,

99).

Just as

is

(Hubbard,

"women

enormous overlaps between
in

Haas and Perrucci 1984,

also considerable overlap (Birke, in

women

vary from other

women, and men vary

from other men,

all

and

cannot simply be divided into two categories of female and male.

abilities that

humans come with

Although changes
futuristic

technology have weakened traditionalist supports about

modes of war-making,

have not yet been
will

in

different strengths, weaknesses, likes, dislikes,

the

fully accepted.

change over time, not over

new

actors entering into the

war-making arena

Socially and traditionally constructed gender roles

night.

In cyberspace, the notion of a binary

relationship between females and males dissolves; on land, such a dissolution has yet

to fully take place.

5.1

Mars and Minerva

How
the military?

all

Finally

Meet

well can the cyberspatial future wipe out gendered divisions of labor in

There

is

aspects of 'progress'

no longer any
is

real truth to statements

such as "technology, like

usually thought of as a masculine invention and activity"
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(Kramarae, 1988,

5).

Instead, technology shifts

from being a gendered concept

to

an

open-ended, non-gender-specific concept.
Technological change implies that gender type need
not be a criterion for use

"Technology," as described by Chens Kramarae,

As

activity" (1988, 5).

impact on

womens

political,

and social

a social or professional activity, moreover, technology
has an

lives as

much

as

information systems, as well as the

on mens'

latest

progress with an advantage, because of a

compactness, light-weightedness,

lives

Consequently, military

war technologies, qualify

new

impetus behind military technology usually

On

human,

"is a

accessibility

lies

and

as

modes of

user-ability.

somewhere behind speed,

reliability, interoperability,

and

The

mam

simplicity,

accessibility.

the military front, computers are irreplaceable, and can be a universal entity

for soldiers entering into

all

realms of combat both "on-land" and "on-line."

the military, the influx of information to be processed

maintained and controlled manually.

many branches of

selective role assignment based

now

too extensive to be

the result of a technological impact on the

the military, female soldiers have benefitted from the erosion of

genderedness within that domain.

technologies

As

is

Within

This gradual erosion of gender production and

upon gender can be spotted within the newest cyber-

available and in use.

With

a general dis-connection in the

relationship between gender and brute strength, a

new

power and new cyberwar technologies where gender
Although war on-land

still

relationship forms between brain

is

irrelevant

remains an essential part of combat, the technology

of a contemporary cyberwar, on-line, allows for more
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flexibility

and war strategy

possibilities at a greater distance

reliance on

ground troops

from the enemy.

in traditional

war

to

As

a result of the shift from a

an increased reliance on computerized

cyber-technologies to fight the war for us, traditional strategies
for bringing

enemy become

nearly obsolete.

down

the

Moreover, traditional role assignments limiting

females to support roles in rear-areas are also made obsolete by
the ever-blurring
distinction

between front and rear-areas stimulated by cyber-technologies.

Contemporary high-technology stimulates a
gender difference

The

in the military

shift, then,

toward the erosion of

rationales of brute strength and military

technology as "masculine” that once supported a traditional military division of
genders have collapsed from underneath the long-standing dichotomy.

New

military

rationales are being built with intelligently developed highly-technological supports

and

attitudes.

Cyberspace, in

its

boundary-less construction, (or non-construction) allows for a

non-gender-oriented environment.

important,

it

That

is to

does not need to have a role

say, although gender identity

in the carrying out

is

very

of military operations.

In

a sense then, contemporary military institutions are changing along with, and as a

result

5.2

of the technologies that help shape them.

Women Have
Women,

in society,

together.

and

The

a Place in Cyberspace

like

men, have many

women and men
particular of

"locations."

Oftentimes, these locations overlap

interact in their positions as

"who" loses

its

humans, functioning

importance to the more important questions
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of "what" and "how"

in

contemporary thought on war and on the military

undoing of social constructions within the military
attitudes to develop alongside

relations will help

women

society, permits

contemporary war technologies.

dislocate themselves

from

-

relations

and

New, ungendered

traditional military roles,

shed themselves of the skin coded with disparity, and
create a
positionality in the contemporary military

new

This

new

script for

and

female

a non-gendered military, permitting full

agency throughout.

Cyberspace provides an alternative method
allocation

is

for role allocation.

based upon qualifications such as brain-power and

remaining traces of gender
re-produced stereotypes.

lie in

This

gender-neutral environment.

to select "boy/girl behavior."

is

skill;

In

role

it,

the only

the pieces of lingering, deeply-rooted and essentially

not to say that cyberspace will be a completely

There always exists the possibility of stereotypes catering
Cybersex, for example,

is

an "up and coming" show of

large breasts, small waists, firm buttocks, and sexy

games of dominance and

submission for

Mortal Kombat, as another

example,

is

a

all

interested participants to enjoy.

game of hand-to-hand combat

fit

for

computer screens world wide

Here, large muscular-exploding samurai-like cyborgs go

at

it,

grunts and

both females and males alike might enjoy such cyber-entertainment,

males are the primary targeted consumers.

examples of "cyberspatial behavior"

all.

it still

Although

seems

Cybersex and Mortal Kombat are two

that are not gender-free.

patterns of gendered stereotypes in a contemporary form.

They simply

Certainly, not

cyberspace liberate people from the constraints of gender production.
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all

reflect old

uses of

Electronic

reproductions of traditional gender roles do exist in
cyberspace, especially

in the

entertainment industry.

Not

all

stereotypes are reproduced in cyberspace

Current gendered uses of

cyberspace do not disturb the impact that cyberspace has
had, and will continue

to

have, on cyberwar and the ways in which war can
be conducted free of gender
production.

In a science fictional cyberspatial environment,
not only

would

the entire

network of systems function on ultra-post-modern technologies, but
the "cyborgs"
inhabiting that space

would

also fall outside any gender-specific category.

does not need to play a role
resides as part animal, part

in this space, as

human, and

it

holds no position where a cyborg

part machine.
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Gender

APPENDIX
POSITIONS OPEN TO FEMALE SOLDIERS IN THE GULF

Here

is a list of general deployment tasks open
to women during Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm (United States General Accounting Office,
July, 1993)

—Administrative clerk
-Aircraft mechanic

-Ambulance

driver

-Aviation ordinance technician
-Boiler technician

-Chief engineer

-Combat

for ship

signaler

-Communications technician

-Damage
-Doctor

control assistant

for ship

-Electrician

-Flight operations clerk

-Head of

shi's

foundry

-Helicopter repairer
-Helicopter pilot

-Information management specialist
-Intelligence analyst

-Legal clerk

-M60

gunner

-Machinist mate
-Military police

-Mission support

for personnel

-Photographer
-Psychiatrist

-Stock control storage officer

-Supply clerk

-Tank

repairer

-Truck driver
-Truck mechanic
-Unity diary clerk

-Weapons assembler and

loader

-Welder
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